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Abstract—The aim of the thesis is to provide the mission
requirements for the VEGA Transportation System (VTS), the
equivalent of Phase 0 of a space project. The decrease in
sizes and masses of the satellites opened the opportunity for
the light capability VEGA launchers to contribute and reshape
the European space value chain. VTS is envisaged to be an
extension of the services offered by the VEGA launcher family,
by providing solutions and services of space transportation and
orbital exploitation. The elaboration of this thesis followed closely
a methodology for defining complex space missions discussed by
authors in Methodology for requirements definition of complex
space missions and system and Reusable space tug concept and
mission, which emphasizes the need of both, the Functional
Analysis and Concept of Operation as fundamental activities to
assess and derive the mission requirements. The results section
reports a thorough description of the results obtained in the quest
of identifying and characterizing new missions requirements for
VTS. Specifically, missions for Releasing payload(s) to its/their
final position and missions for Providing charter for In-Orbit
Verification / In-Orbit Experimentation / In-Orbit Demonstration
were exemplified. The mission requirements are summarized at
the end of the section. A parallel between the findings and the
current space trends is drawn in the Discussion, with details
about the target market and how VTS could reshape it. A
short discussion on how the entire portfolio of missions are
amalgamated, in such a way that as few systems as possible
can handle these missions is also provided. Lastly, a comparison
between the work performed within the AVIO project and a
sounding rocket project is given, providing thoughts about the
lessons learned from both of them. Eventually, the conclusions
are drawn based on the missions presented throughout the
thesis and explains how the entire portfolio of missions will be
further analyzed and more requirements will be deployed for the
refinement of the entire VTS.

Sammanfattning—Syftet med denna rapport är att formulera
uppdragskraven, motsvarande fas noll i ett rymdprojekt, för
VEGA Transportation System (VTS). Minskningen i storlek och
massa hos satelliter har öppnat upp för att VEGA, som är byggd
för små nyttolaster, kan bidra till och utöka den europeiska upp-
skjutningskapaciteten och tjänsterna för olika rymdtransporter.
Denna studien följer till stora delar metoderna som presenteras i
Methodology for requirements definition of complex space missions
and system samt Reusable space tug concept and mission. I dessa
publikationer understryks behovet av både funktionell analys
samt operationskonceptet som fundamentala aktiviteter for att
bedöma och formulera uppdragskraven. Resultatavsnittet går
igenom de framtagna uppdragkraven med de ovan nämnda
metoderna. I diskussionsavsnittet analyseras nuvarande trender
inom rymdsektorn och hur VTS kan vara med och forma

utvecklingen samt den tänkta marknaden för systemet. Det
diskuteras hur flera rymduppdrag kan slås ihop så att så få
system som möjligt kan hantera dessa uppdrag. Slutligen görs en
jämförelse mellan arbetet inom AVIO-projektet med ett REXUS-
sondraketprojekt, med tankar och lärdomar från båda projekten.
Slutsatser dras utifrån portföljen av uppdrag som tagits för VTS
i studien. VTS kommer framöver att fortsätta analyseras samt
motiveras med flera argument för dess förbättring.

Index Terms—AVIO, VEGA, VTS, VSS, Requirements, Kit
approach, Modularity, Mission, Services, Space, Europe.

ABBREVIATIONS

ACS - Attitude and Control System; ASTRI - Advanced
Student Team Research in Space Industry; AVUM - Attitude
& Vernier Upper Module; ALEK - AVUM Life Extension
Kit; AVIO - Advanced Vision in Space; CD - Constellation
Dispenser; ConOps - Concept of Operation; ECSS - European
Cooperation for Space Standardization; ECPM - Extended
Chemical Propulsion Module; EPM - Electrical Propulsion
Module; FA - Functional Analysis; FFBD - Functional Flow
Block Diagram; GEO - Geostationary Earth Orbit; GS -
Ground Segment; GNC - Guidance, Navigation and Control;
HEO - High Elliptic Orbit; HET - Hall Effect Thruster; IOD
- In-Orbit Demonstration; IOE - In-Orbit Experimentation;
ISO - International Organization for Standardization; IOV -
In-Orbit Verification; LEO - Low Earth Orbit; LPS - Liquid
Propulsion System; LS - Launch Segment; MEO - Medium
Earth Orbit; MP - Multiple Payload; OBDH - On Board
Data Handling; OO - Operational Orbit; NTSS - NASA
Technical Standards System; P/L - Payload(s); PGSD - Power
Generation, Storage, and Distribution; PO - Parking Orbit; S/C
- Spacecraft; SoS - System of System; SP - Single Payload; SS
- Space Segment; SSMS - Small Spacecraft Mission service;
SSO - Sun Synchronous orbit; SRS - Space Rider System;
TRL - Technology Readiness Level; TTC - Telemetry Tracking
& Command; VSS - VEGA Space System; VTS - VEGA
Transportation System;
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Symbol Name
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aphasing Semi-major axis of the phasing orbit
asatellite Semi-major axis of chasing satellite orbit
atarget Semi-major axis target satellite orbit
β Thrust angle
β0 Initial thrust vector angle

∆φ
Change in phase angle between S/C and the
desired target location

∆V Total velocity change

∆RAAN
Change in Right Ascension of Ascending
Node

g0 Earth’s gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s2)
Isp Specific Impulse
λ Earth shadow angle
m0 Initial total mass
mf Final mass
mp Propellant mass
ν True anomaly
θ̇target Instantaneous orbital rate of the target (rad/s)
θ̇LEO Instantaneous orbital rate in LEO (rad/s)

θ̇final
Instantaneous orbital rate as VSS spirals up
(rad/s)

ΩRAAN Precession rate (rad/s)
φinitial Initial phase angle between S/C and VSS
φloiter Time of loiter (waiting)
φtravel Phase angle VSS travels
ra Apogee radius
REarth Earth’s radius
rp perigee radius
Teclipse Period of Eclipse
Torbit Period of Orbit
TOP Time of Phasing
ve Effective exhaust velocity
V0 Initial orbital velocity
√

5C20
Body’s second dynamic form (1.08262668×
10−3)

◦ Degrees

I. INTRODUCTION

WHILE the observation of objects in space was easily
achieved from the ground, it was not until the devel-

opment of rockets during the twentieth century that created the
conditions for physical space exploration to become reality.

For some intrinsic reasons, people in the past ventured
across the seas, often at a great risk, to find out what and
who else was on this planet. For the same intrinsic reasons,
people nowadays want to know whether there is anyone else
in the universe, or what other cosmic truths lie undiscovered
before our eyes. It is curiosity rather than rationalization that
drives most of space exploration mission and any cost-benefits
trade-offs are often useless to discuss [6].

Shifting the attention back to the everyday ordinary life on
Earth, how do all space activities and exploration contribute
to people’s life? This is a valid question, especially when
considering the costs of the order millions of Euros (e) [5] and
the great risks that are involved in such missions [7]. Common
rationales for exploring space include advancing scientific
research, national prestige, developing telecommunication and

navigation systems for people, ensuring the future survival of
humanity, and why not, uniting different nations [8].

A. Purpose and motivation

The purpose of the present study was not to help reuniting
different nations, or to find the life which lies beyond our
horizon, but rather to identify and characterize missions that
could be done based on the family of VEGA launchers
and some of the modules mentioned in the thesis. These
findings were translated into requirements for the foundations
of a future space transportation system, VEGA Transportation
System (VTS).

With VTS, accordingly to the Statement of Work [3], it is
foreseen to provide a world of opportunities to the following
space segment users:

• In-Orbit Demonstration (IOD), In-Orbit Exploration
(IOE) and In-Orbit Verication (IOV) charter to Low Earth
Orbit (LEO).

• Download to airstrip Payload(s) (P/L) up to 800 kg
through Space Rider.

• Constellation satellite release to their final position.
• Significant orbital transfer or orbital plane change of

single or multiple P/L.
• Long orbital life and de-orbit for non-separated P/L.
• Extended orbital experience, enabling P/L to drive Atti-

tude & Vernier Upper Module (AVUM) bus, getting on
demand services of attitude control, orbital propulsion
and maneuvers, telemetry, or electrical power.

Space-based assets are critical to many aspects of modern
life on Earth. At the same time, satellites in Earth orbit are
also critical to supporting the infrastructure of many types of
activities on Earth, including virtually every aspect of global
telecommunications. There is also a significant scientific return
from space activities, therefore having a complete transporta-
tion system that can service a multitude of satellites in orbit
is a critical asset of the modern area we are living in.

B. Scope of the study

The current thesis is concerned with the identification and
characterization of the mission needs of VTS, thus defining
the mission requirements, all studies being with respect to
capabilities of the VEGA launcher and to elements - existing
or under development - of the VTS flight segment. This
segment of VTS was named VEGA Space Segment (VSS).
Following Figure 1, it is Phase 0 that is discussed in the current
paper. The design of complex space missions and systems
is a manifold task for which no general, rigorous applicable
rules or processes exist. Methodologies for defining space
missions are discussed by [1, 2], who emphasize the need
for both Functional Analysis (FA) and Concept of Operation
(ConOps) as fundamental activities to assess and derive the
mission requirements. The thesis overall approach followed
also the Systems Engineering practices, in corroboration with
European Space Agency’s (ESA’s) and National Aeronautics
Space Administration’s (NASA’s) standards. The design of
the missions started with the defining the mission statement,
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proceeding with the mission objectives, and eventually being
completed by defining the requirements with the help of FA
and ConOps. Most of the calculations and analysis were
done using only energetic approaches by creating different
MATLAB scripts, with an home-built tool and without the
use of high fidelity softwares. Moreover, the present work
aimed at deriving the requirements by considering also the
space transportation market and its trends.

C. Structure of the thesis

Section II of this thesis describes the methods used for
assessing the requirements, starting with a short presentation
of the work of a systems engineer. A more detailed account
of the steps performed is provided through the description of
the missions statements, the objectives and then a description
of how the FA and the ConOps were used to derive the
requirements. The different assumptions, the different numbers
used in calculations, as well as the equations are all reported
in this chapter. In section III, the results of the entire analysis
are summarized, these being translated into requirements.
Mission, functional, environmental or interface requirements
are summarized, while also providing the associated analysis
tool which helped out in the assessment of the requirements.
The discussion about these findings is developed in section
IV, in corroboration with an extensive discussion about the
market, its trends and how VTS could reshape the European
space industry. In the end, the last section, V, summarizes
the main findings and proposes some of the requirements that
shall serve for the foundations of VTS.

D. Advanced Study Team Research in Space Industry pro-
gramme

The current work dealt with the mission of Multiple P/L re-
lease, and the mission intended to provide Charter (Spacecraft
bus) for IOV/IOE/IOD, as they were defined in later chapter.
The other missions were analyzed by other ASTRI programme
fellows, as it will be explained in the next paragraph.

The thesis is carried out within the framework of the
Advanced Student Team Research in Space Industry (ASTRI)
Programme. The goal of the programme is to involve the most
deserving students — in their final year of a university masters
degree or embarking on a post-masters course.

AVIO’s project, as part of ASTRI programme, started on
7th of May, 2018, and is expected to last until the end of
July, 2019, thus in total 14 months. Along with two other
students, Flor Criado Zurita [17] and Giorgio Vignali [18], I
joined the AVIO-ASTRI programme: “The key feature of this
training programme is the high degree of autonomy in the
choices regarding architecture, management and work team
organization, using the infrastructure and the specific skills
made available by AVIO. Therefore, it will be up to them to
propose new ideas or solutions for the VTS. Outcomes of the
projects are evaluated by both Universities and Industrialists.
Successful teams receive a Distinguished Certificate of Excel-
lence and Experience. The implementation of all the projects
is supervised by a council of Partners.”

II. METHODS

This sections reports a descriptions of the systems engi-
neering field, the typical steps of designing a space mission,
along with methodologies, different equations, figures and the
references to literature this thesis drew on.

A. Systems engineering overview

Systems engineering is considered to have started with
the Seminar work of A.D. Hall [20] who defined ‘system’
as follows: “A system is a set of objects with relationships
between the objects and between their attributes. Objects are
simply the parts or components of a system, and these parts
are unlimited in variety. Systems may consist of atoms, stars,
switches, springs, wires, bones, neurons, genes, gases, math-
ematical variables, equations, laws, and processes. Attributes
are properties of objects. For example, in the preceding cases,
objects listed have (among others) the following attributes:
stars - temperature, distance from other stars; switches - speed

Figure 1. Overview of the European Space Agency mission lifecycle. Phases are represented with different green shades, main objectives in each of the
phases with blue, while bellow, the reviews for each of the phase. The division are NOT scaled (i.e. the actual time for each of them is independent and the
phases have different lengths)
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of operation, state; springs - spring tension, displacement;
wires - tensile strength, electrical resistance. Relationships tie
the system together. In fact, the many kinds of relationships
(causal, logical, random, etc.) make the notion of ‘system’
useful”.

Haskins et al. [11] define ‘system’ as a “combination of
interacting elements organized to achieve one more stated
purposes.” Similarly, the European Cooperation for Space
Standardization (ECSS) defines a system as a “set of interre-
lated or interacting functions constituted to achieve a specified
objective” [21]. These definitions underline the viewpoint that
a system is defined by its elements and their relationships.

A step closer in defining system engineering was taken by
introducing the notion of ‘requirement’. In ECSS [21], ‘re-
quirement’ is defined as “documented demand to be complied
with”, while International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) [23] defines it as a “need or expectation that is stated,
generally implied or obligatory”.

With these terms in mind, systems engineering can thus be
defined as an “interdisciplinary approach governing the total
technical effort required to transform a requirement into a
system solution” [21]. In a more general description, systems
engineering is an interdisciplinary field of engineering and
engineering management that focuses on how to design and
manage complex systems over their life cycles.

Space missions have different goals and requirements lead-
ing to different mission types: technology demonstration,
educational space missions, commercial services, military ap-
plications, science, etc. In general, a space mission consists
of three main segments: the ground segment, the launcher
segment, and the space segment (see Figure 2) highlighted
inside the vertical dashed line circle of Systems of Systems.
Moreover, from an hierarchical point of view, on the horizontal
level as presented in Figure 2, a space mission is analyzed from
a System of Systems, this being the highest level, continuing
with the Systems and Subsystems level.

The ground segment consists of three elements (not dis-
played in Figure 2): operation of the mission, the ground
stations, and the mission products, mainly data and services.
The launcher segment includes the transfer of the produced
and integrated spacecraft (S/C) into the desired orbit. The term
space system is often used as a synonym for S/C, but also as

Figure 2. Space mission, space system, and elements based on [12] and [13].

synonym for the space segment, i.e. the S/C connected with the
P/L in a dedicated orbit. The most common subsystems of the
S/C are structures and mechanisms, thermal management, on-
board data handling, energy supply, communication, attitude
determination and control, and propulsion.

System engineering is applied to space missions in all
phases up to utilization, i.e. until launch of the space seg-
ment and its in-orbit commissioning. The product creation of
space missions is performed within multi-disciplinary teams
of specialists with different backgrounds and perceptions of a
S/C where each team members have certain responsibilities.
These are often distributed according to the subsystems. At the
subsystem level, team members are responsible for a certain
subsystem. For instance, considering the example in Figure
2, the structural specialist is concerned with the stiffness and
strength of the S/C which could also be the perception of a
structures and mechanisms authority, while the financial spe-
cialist is keeping track of the cost. The different perspectives
have to be coordinated in order to reach a system perspective.
Thus, the creation of a space system is a multi-disciplinary
work activity, which requires systems engineering.

B. Methodology overview

The methodology presented by Viscio et al. [1] and Aleina
et al. [2] report how the requirements can be derived by
appropriate analysis, as well as proposing an entire process for
deriving those. ECSS and NASA standards were also consulted
and referenced throughout the thesis.

Figure 3. General methodology overview for developing a space mission [1].

The process of analyzing and designing a mission is re-
garded as an iterative and recursive process, which leads to
a continuous refinement of requirements and constraints. The
first step is the definition of the mission statement. This has to
be clear, complete and concise, so that it envelopes the mission
purpose. Primary mission objectives are directly derived from
the mission statement. This and the mission objectives must be
fixed early because they represent the foundation of a mission,
without modifying or readapting them at later iterations. In
parallel, the analysis of stakeholder’s expectations must be
done. In particular, one shall identify all the actors of the
missions, along with their expectations.

Since the current work involved the use of the European as-
sets, ESA, “Europe’s gateway to space”, should be introduced.
Its mission is to “to shape the development of Europe’s space
capability and ensure that investment in space continues to
deliver benefits to the citizens of Europe and the world” [24].
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One and the most important of ESA’s task is to contour the
European space programme and carry it through. In general,
ESA issues calls for programmes for new space missions
which foster both, the desire for scientific research, such as
Solar System exploration and Earth environment, as well as
the development of European industries by encouraging to
develop satellite-based technologies and services. Thus, ESA
is acting in general as a Stakeholder (Figure 3) and its needs
are expressed by the calls for programmes aforementioned.
These calls are basically submitted as Missions Statement and
Missions Objectives, the first step of a space mission being
those two. This parallel was mentioned since some of the
products/modules currently under development in AVIO, that
are introduced later, started as an ESA initiative, while the
entire VTS is intended to be a sole AVIO project.

Having the missions objectives set, the next step is the
assessment of the requirements. The main analysis to support
the process are: FA and the ConOps (Figure 3). The entire
process is recursive, starting from the systems of systems
and recursively passing to lower levels, such as systems, or
subsystems.

The FA is an important tool for defining the building blocks
of a mission and the correlation between these, which leads to
the definition of the functional architecture of the mission.
Functional, configuration, or interface requirements can be
inferred with the help of the FA.

The first steps is building the functional tree. This could be
regarded as an answer to the question “what does it do?”, so
that in the end, the functional tree will contain the functions
which have to be performed for the accomplishment of the
mission. The functional tree starts with defining the functions
from a top level, and they are broken down as much as
possible.

Having the functional tree defined, the next step is defining
the functions/products matrix. This is used for identifying the
products/modules needed to accomplish the functions estab-
lished at the previous step. The matrix’s row contain the basic
functions, while the columns report the products/modules.
The functions/products matrix starts also from a top level,
reporting the functions with respect to the systems of systems,
subsystems, sub-subsystems, etc. Within the current study, the
system of systems was considered to be the segment level,
i.e. Space Segment, Launcher Segment and Ground Segment,
as represented in Figure 2. By progressively mapping all
the functions to the products/modules, the functions/product
matrix is generated, thus enabling the assessment of the
functional and configuration requirements.

Within the tool used for designing this space mission,
another one was involved: the connection matrix and the func-
tional/physical block diagram. The connection matrix contains
the same elements on both the rows and columns and reports
the connections between all the elements of the mission. The
functional/physical block diagram’s role is to provide direct
links, such as mechanical or electrical ones, between the
different elements / products. As output of this tool, one can
infer configuration and interface requirements.

The main outputs of the FA are:
• the definition of the systems’ functional architecture, with

the help of the functions/product matrix, the product tree
and the functional/physical block diagram,

• the identification of functional requirements through the
functional tree,

• the identification of configuration requirements through
the functions/products matrix and the product tree,

• the identification of interface requirements through the
functional/physical block diagrams,

Another tool used for deriving the requirements, it is
ConOps. This one is particularly important because it describes
how the entire system will be operated during its life cycle, as
well as helping in deriving environmental, operational, logistic
and support requirements.

Within this thesis, the analyses contained in ConOps helped
with the evaluations of the mission phases, the mission time-
line and on the modes of operation. Moreover, the transition
between the modes of operation is addressed by the Functional
Flow Block Diagrams (FFBD).

The mission phases are defined as the activities and envi-
ronmental factors that characterize them. Thus, the mission
phases refer strictly to the external environment within which
the system operates. Each phase of the mission is characterized
by a state of the system, which is defined by the natural
or induced environmental (e.g. radiations, vibrations, heat,
etc). Transition from one state of the system to another one
is equivalent with the transition from one phase to another
one. The system can enter into several modes of operation
during each mission phase. Therefore, the modes of operation
are defined as stable configurations of the system, or as a
set of functions performed by the system. In other words,
various subsystems and equipment are active and perform
different functions within a mode of operation. Knowing
which functions need to be available during a mode, as well as
knowing which components are required to be active, it helps
in defining the power and thermal budgets.

The transition between different modes of operation is
defined within the FFBD. This analysis starts from the func-
tional tree, being only function oriented, and not dealing with
any equipment. The FFBD depicts tasks/functions sequences
and their relationship. In other words, FFBD shows “what”
must happen, without assuming “how” the function will be
performed. Moreover, the FFBD reports all of the function at
each level in their logical, sequential relationship, with their
required inputs and outputs, along with a link back to the
single, higher level function.

The main output of the FFBD is given by developing and
deriving the operational and contingency requirements, as well
as an understanding of the total operation of the system.

C. Products/Modules of VEGA Transporation System

This section reports all the products/modules that were
used in the Functional/Products matrix analysis, as well as in
evaluating the entire mission feasibility from an energetic point
of view (i.e. P/L to be served with respect to the orbits that can
be reached). These modules represent existing, or to different
extents, modules which are currently under development, so
they served as baseline for all the analyses in this thesis,
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without being limited to them. The example from Figure 5,
along with all existing modules, are enclosed in a frame in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. VTS - System of Systems level and System Level.

The mass budget breakdown, and where applicable, the
thrust and specific impulse (Isp) for each modules used is
reported in Table I. The mass budget has been obtained
partially from internal AVIO sources. Using these and a
MATLAB R©home built tool, the masses of propellant and the
transfer times to accomplish the scenarios for each mission
have been evaluated and they will be reported in Section III.

Table I
MODULES MASSES AND VARIOUS CONSTANTS

Subsystem Name Mass [kg] Thrust [N] Isp [s]
PLA 1194LEK 80 n/a n/a

AVUM+ 698 2420 317

Propellant AVUM 737.5 n/a n/a

ECPM 120 2420 317

Propellant ECPM 700 n/a n/a

VEnUS 681 0.5–1 1500–2000

Propellant VEnUS 847 n/a n/a

CD Long 192 n/a n/a

CD Short 127 n/a n/a

The VSS includes all existing, modified or new equipment,
facilities, services and ground segment infrastructure necessary
to accomplish the mission objectives. VSS is composed of
building blocks that can be combined together to build up
the S/C. Any choice of propulsion module (Electrical only,
Extended Chemical only or Hybrid) is possible, in combina-
tion with the appropriate power supply module, ALEK (2,
3). The most suitable combination depends on the mission
requirements and is verified through a dedicated mission and
systems analysis loop. Each first-level product of the VG-51-A
branch (see Figure 4) represents a building block.

Figure 5. Baseline configuration envisaged standard interfaces for providing
a kit approach mission: VSS hybrid configuration for multiple satellite
deployment missions (AVUM + ECPM + EPM + ALEK 3 + SSMS). The
figure is from an internal AVIO source.

The VSS building modules, used for calculations and sum-
marized in Table I, and the baseline configurations (see Figure
5) are described as follows:

1) AVUM+ (Attitude & Vernier Upper Module) [30]: is the
4th stage of VEGA C, which could be used as orbital segment
for different missions. It consists of the avionics system whose
main functions are to guarantee Guidance, Navigation and
Control (GNC) during the ascent phase and orbital operations
like orbital plane phasing, inclination correction, in-orbit phas-
ing, up to the far rendezvous. It also guarantees the orbital
and the pointing accuracy, the flight management during all
the phases and telemetry management. The main components
are: the on-board computer, multi-functional unit, inertial
platform, thrust vector control, telemetry system, autonomous
localization system, batteries and the propulsion system. Its
main functions are the propulsion for orbital parameters
achievement, to guarantee orbital and pointing accuracy, the
execution of collision and contamination avoidance maneuver,
the execution of deorbiting; during the orbital phase it is in
charge of orbital changes (whereas needed), station keeping
and fast attitude maneuvers. Main components are AVUM
Liquid Propulsion System (LPS) and Roll and Attitude Control
System (RACS).

2) ALEK (AVUM Life Extension Kit): ALEK is a modular
plug-in module, providing:

• Additional functions to VEGA C upper stage, AVUM+;
• Different services for the P/L.

The services offered are in particular power generation, con-
ditioning and distribution to P/L and the other modules,
extended data handling, orbital navigation and attitude control,
thermal/heat dissipation control, evolved interface to P/L for
an orbital duration of up to 12 months (extendable up to 36
months). There are two different versions of ALEK (ALEK-2
and ALEK-3), depending on the power needed to accomplish
the mission, so that they share some common elements (e.g.
the on-board computer, telemetry system, etc.) and the only
difference between them is in terms of the electric power they
can provide.
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3) PLA-1194LEK [29]: The PLA-1194 LEK is derived
from the existing PLA 1194, which is a standard adapter used
on VEGA. This adapter provides the link between AVUM+
and the P/L. In the case of VSS, on the top of PL-1194LEK
ALEK, or other modules can be placed. The PLA 1194 LEK
is structurally reinforced and with a modified upper interface
with respect to PLA 1194.

4) CD (Constellation Dispenser): It is a dispenser used for
releasing a constellation of satellites. In general, a constella-
tion of satellites consists of identical satellites which can be
easily accommodated on a ‘pole’. There were two variants
considered for the studies, a long dispenser and a short one.
While the long one is envisioned to hold and release 32
satellites, the shorter one could only hold up to 16. For the
studies, different masses were considered for each of them.
The masses have been calculated considering a tube with the
external diameter of 600 mm and an internal diameter of 400
mm (thus a wall thickness of 10 mm). For the two variants,
long and short, the long constellation dispenser is 3000 mm
in length and the short one is considered to be only 2000 mm.
Thus, choosing a Carbon Fiber/Epoxy as material and density
of 1.7 · 10−6 kg/mm3, the mass for the long dispenser is
equal to 160 kg, while for the short one, the mass is 106 kg.
A contingency of 20% has been added to each of them, thus
the mass increasing to 192 kg for the long CD and 127 kg for
the short one.

5) ECPM (Extended Chemical Propulsion Module): It is
a plug-in module providing additional chemical propellant
and pressurizer for AVUM+ LPS, with the goal of extending
the LPS range and the performance of VEGA-C launcher.
It re-uses most of the elements of LPS and is positioned
over a structural platform connected to the P/L Adapter. The
specific impulse (Isp) and thrust are the ones corresponding to
AVUM+, since ECPM uses AVUM+ propulsion system. For
its dimensioning, considering that it should provide a storing
of at least 700 kg of propellant (equal to nominal AVUM+
propellant tanks), 4 bipropellant tanks of 180 liters each have
been envisioned to form the ECPM [31]. With each propellant
tanks weighing 21 kg, four of them, along with support and
pipes, it is estimated that the entire system would weight about
120 kg.

6) EPM (Electrical Propulsion Module): It is a plug-in
module providing a large total impulse by electrical thrusters.
EPM is in charge of the sunlight orbit raising. It includes
thrusters, gimbal, thrust vector control, tanks, fluids, orbital
control system, telemetry tracking & commands and additional
electrical power conditioning for propulsion.

7) SSMS (Small Satellites Mission Service): It is a multi-
P/L dispenser able to carry and deliver to orbit different sizes
of small S/Cs [35].

8) Service Module: It is a plug-in module providing the
necessary tools for different services, from a robotic arm to a
refueling system.

9) SRS (Space Rider System and RM – Re-entry Module):
It is a re-usable European Space Transportation System able to
perform in-orbit operation, experimentation and demonstration
of multiple application missions in LEO, by integrating ad-
hoc combinations of multiple P/L into its Multiple P/L Cargo

Bay. Each combination of P/L shall be compatible to a specific
flight scenario.

Space Rider System is comprised of AOM (AVUM Orbital
Module), a specific version of AVUM+ together with ALEK-2,
and the Re-entry Module (RM).

10) VEnUS (VEGA Electrical Nudge Upper Stage) [32]:
The VEnUS (VEGA Electrical Upper Stage), vehicle is a fully
autonomous 16 kW electrical propulsion powered modular
space-tug that further strengthens and expands the current
VEGA’s family position in the market, in the short and
medium term, by allowing VEGA-C and its evolutions VEGA-
E to serve Medium Earth Orbit (MEO), Geostationary Earth
Orbit (GEO) and interplanetary orbits. Additional mission
objectives, such as debris removal, satellite servicing, GEO
satellites life extension and satellite de-orbiting, are possible
with the addition of different modules and adapters on the top
of VEnUS. The VEnUS System is composed of ALEK-3 and
EPM.

D. High level performance evaluation

A MATLAB tool was built and computations were carried
out to estimate the high level performance parameters of the
mission. Hereafter are described the equations used for the
tool.

For the low-thrust transfer, the total velocity change is given
by [27]:

∆V = V0 cosβ0 −
V0 sinβ0

tan(π/2∆i+ β0)
(1)

And Hohmann Transfer for the impulsive transfer is given by:

∆V1 =

√
µ

rp

(
1−

√
2ra

rp + ra

)
(2)

∆V2 =

√
µ

ra

(
1−

√
2rp

rp + ra

)
(3)

∆V = ∆V1 + ∆V2 (4)

where V0 is the initial orbit velocity, β0 is the initial thrust
vector angle, ∆i is the total desired inclination change, while
for the chemical, ra refers to the apogee radius and rp to the
perigee one. The Tsiolkovsky equation was used to relate the
∆V with the effective exhaust velocity and the initial and final
mass of reaction engines:

∆V = veln
m0

mf
(5)

where νe is the effective exhaust velocity, νe = Ispg0, m0

is the initial total mass with propellant, and mf is the final
mass. The mass of propellant used for the missions has been
computed by:

mp = m0(1− e−∆V /ve) (6)

To assess the mass of propellant for the all mission se-
quences, an inverse approach has been used for computations:
starting from the end of the mission, when VSS performs the
disposal maneuver, and summing up the propellant mass used
for each sequence of the mission up to the insertion point.
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Subsequent to a change in the size of an orbit, an in-orbit
phasing to the final anomaly (i.e. the true anomaly ν), has to be
performed. For an impulsive transfer, it was assumed that VSS
and the final position (target slot) are co-orbital, meaning they
are in the same orbit, with one ahead of the other. Whenever
the target slot is behind, as shown in Figure 6, the VSS needs
to move into a phasing orbit that will return it to the same spot
one orbit later, in the time it takes the target to move around
to the same spot. Notice the target slot shifts more than 360◦,
while the S/C travels exactly 360◦.

Figure 6. Co-orbital phasing.

To determine the right amount the VSS has to slow down,
first it has to be determined how far the target slot must travel
to get to the current position of the VSS:

φtravel = 2π + φinitial (7)

Knowing the the Time Of Phasing (TOP) can be expressed
both by

TOP =
φtravel

ωtarget
(8)

and

TOP = 2π

√
a3

phasing

µ
(9)

where
ωtarget =

√
µ

a3
target

(10)

From Equations (7), (8) and (9), it can be deduced that:

aphasing = 3

√
µ

(
φtravel

2πωtarget

)
(11)

Therefore, knowing the apogee of the phasing orbit that would
induce the exact φtravel between VSS and the final target slot,
the problem is reduced to finding the ∆V for entering in the
phasing orbit, with Equation (2). The total ∆V , to enter in the
phasing orbit and to return, is twice the one given by Equation
(2).

The phasing operation may be synchronized with the in-
clination change, or the size change, in order to reduce the

propellant expenditure but this would apply only in case of
a single deployment. Since the services will include multiple
P/L, for conservative reasons, it has been considered the need
of an in-orbit maneuver, an ∆V change, each time a final orbit
has to be reached.

By means of a low-thrust propulsion system, the resulting
change in phase angle between the S/C and the desired target
location is given by [27]:

∆φ =

∫ t

0

(θ̇LEO − θ̇)dt (12)

where θ̇LEO is the constant orbital rate (rad/s) of the target
in LEO, θ̇ and is the instantaneous orbital rate of the S/C as
it spirals up to a higher altitude. The integral is computed
numerically using trapezoidal-rule integration. After the S/C
reaches the desired higher altitude, the remaining phase-angle
change is computed φloiter = π − 2∆φ (rad), which assumes
that the subsequent spiral-down transfer takes the same amount
of time and produces the same relative phase change as the
spiral-up transfer. The loiter time, or time of phasing, spent in
the higher orbit is then computed from:

TOP =
φloiter

θ̇LEO − θ̇final

(13)

where θ̇final is the orbital rate of the higher (loiter) orbit. The
total maneuver time is computed from the sum of the two
powered arcs (spiral-up and spiral-down transfers) plus loiter
time as determined by Equation (13). Total propellant mass is
computed from the (equal) transfer times for the spiral-up and
spiral-down maneuvers. The re-phasing maneuver calculations
are iteratively repeated for a higher loiter altitude until the
loiter time becomes zero; this limiting case represents the
fastest possible phasing maneuver where the S/C continually
spirals up during half of the entire transfer time and then
spirals down during the remaining half of the transfer.

Inclination change by low thrust means change is given by
Edelbaum’s analytical solution [27]:

∆V =
π

2
V0∆i (14)

where ∆i is the desired orbital plane change in radians. For
an impulsive inclination change, the solution is:

∆V = 2V0 sin

(
∆i

2

)
(15)

where the ∆i is the total inclination change. The change in
the Right Ascension of the Ascending Node (RAAN), is given
by the equation:

∆V =
π

2

√
µ

a
|∆RAAN | sin i (16)

The change in RAAN can also be obtain by exploiting the
non-uniformity in Earth’s gravitational field which causes the
orbits of the satellites to precess around the rotational axis
of the Earth. A good approximation of the precession rate is
given by [28]:

ΩRAAN = −3

2

R2
Earth

a2
satellite

J2

√
µ

a3
satellite

(17)
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where ΩRAAN is the precession rate (in rad/s), R2
Earth is the

Earth’s equatorial radius (6378.137 km) and J2 is the body’s
second dynamic form factor (

√
5C20 = 1.08262668 × 10−3

for Earth). Therefore, due to this precession, the difference in
RAAN drift between two orbital planes can be achieved by
changing the orbit size or inclination and waiting in the new
orbit for a specific amount time. This effect was exploited to
release satellites in orbital planes with different RAANs.

The influence of eclipses has been implemented for all the
missions in which VSS uses the electric propulsion module, in
order to determine the non-propulsive periods due to the lack
of power. Eclipse duration has a relevant impact on the power
system design and on the time of flight of the mission. In
order to calculate the eclipse time for an orbital transfer using
electric propulsion, some hypotheses have been introduced:

1) Cylindrical 2D shadow model,
2) The orbit transfer is not continuous, but it is discretized

in a series of circular orbits.

These two hypotheses allow to calculate the eclipse time in a
simplified manner. Considering λ as the Earth shadow angle,
asatellite as the satellite orbit semi major axis and REarth as
the mean radius of Earth:

sinλ =
REarth

asatellite
(18)

Thus, the eclipse time can be calculated as follows:

Teclipse =
2λ

360◦
Torbit (19)

where

Torbit = 2π
a3
satellite

µ
(20)

Using the second hypothesis listed, the ratio between the
eclipse time and the orbital period can be calculated as the
ratio between the integrals of the eclipse time and of the orbital
time with respect to the orbital height variation.

III. RESULTS

Space utilization and explorations yields great knowledge
and supports the industry, the technology and all research capa-
bilities by improving industrial competitiveness and promoting
innovation. All this is possible due to the capability of placing
satellites accurately in space, providing them the transportation
system to reach their destination and all the necessary survival
conditions on the way there, and thus helping to accomplish
their objectives.

This section reports a thorough description of the results
obtained in the quest of identifying and characterizing new
missions for VTS. Part of the mission requirements are sum-
marized at the end of this section. Due to a Non Disclosure
Agreement signed between the parts, it was agreed that only
some of the requirements that were reported internally to
AVIO will be presented in this thesis.

Figure 7. VEGA System outlining its different segments.

A. Breakdown of VEGA Transportation System

Before starting presenting the results, the VTS identification
tree is detailed in Figure 7. As reported in section II-A, a
space mission consists of the three main segments, namely
the ground, launcher and space segment. On the horizontal,
a hierarchic division was made: System of System, which
represents the highest level, System Level and the Subsystems,
reported as well in section II-A. Furthermore, the Subsystems
can be divided into Parts and Components. For the purpose of
this thesis, the analysis was done only at System of Systems
(SoS) and system levels.

The breakdown of the all VEGA System is outlined in
Figure 7. The correspondence between VTS model and the
general approach is highlighted by the green and blue boxes,
as well as by the dashed line which encircles the segments.

Highlighted in the red boxes (Figure 7) are the aim of the
thesis, as well as the aim of the entire ASTRI-Programme (see
section I-D). While the identification of new Orbits, with new
Missions, had a direct consequence of defining a new system,
as suggested by the red arrow, the blue arrow indicates that
new missions were identified in such a way that they could
have been served by the existing S/C’s modules, with as little
modification as possible.

B. Mission Statement, Primary Mission Objective and First
Level Missions Objectives

The first step of the design process, the mission statement,
was defined as follows: The scope of the VEGA Transporation
System (VTS) is to offer a unified complete set of solutions
and services for orbital exploitation and space transportation,
including exploration missions, based on VEGA family launch
vehicles and on a set of specific modules (possibly third party
as SSMS, VEnUS, Space Rider), most of them existing or, to
different extents, currently under development. The distinctive
characteristic of the VEGA Space System is to define standard
interfaces versus P/L and a Kit approach to mission, which
allows to lower the cost for any mission.

The primary objective for the VTS mission corresponds
directly to the following part of the aforementioned statement:
To offer a unified complete set of solutions and services
for orbital exploitation and space transportation, including
exploration mission.

Therefore, the set of missions depicted in Figure 8 with
green boxes refer directly to the VTS primary objective. This
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Figure 8. First Level Possible Missions derived from the Primary Mission Objective. The “From Earth Orbit”, “In Earth Orbit” and “Out of Earth Orbit”
categorization are reported in the graph to emphasize the wide range of missions envisaged.

set of reference missions was arranged on two levels: the first
level refers directly to the VTS primary objective, all these
missions being considered as First Level Mission Objectives;
the second level missions which define in detail the specific
missions necessary to fulfill the First Level Mission Objec-
tives.

C. Stakeholders’ analysis

With respect to the general approach used by ESA and
presented in section II-B, the peculiarity of this present study
lies in the fact that the main missions actor, i.e. the company
AVIO appears in multiple roles: Operator, Sponsor, End-User,
as well as the main developer for Phase 0 and Phase A. Thus,
the stakeholder analysis and the main developer needs were
easily compared and agreements were faster reached, all of
these needs being encompassed in the secondary objectives as
follows:

• To exploit a set of specific modules, most of them existing
or, currently, being under development,

• To define a kit approach for different missions, by using
standard interfaces versus P/L.

In addition, considering again the mission statement, the
VEGA launcher will be exploited and the development shall
rely solely on VEGA family launchers’ performance. The
VEGA launchers (VEGA C and VEGA E [9]) can inject
between 2300–3100 kg of P/L in a 700 km Sun Synchronous
Orbit (SSO), therefore this was the one of the main constraints
of the system design.

One important actor of the stakeholders, the Customers,
is absent here. They were considered to be the users who
would pay for a specific space mission product or service.
The study aimed to predict and characterize specific missions
which could serve different customer and no one with very
specific needs had expressed their interest for a very specific
mission at the time of the study.

D. Second Level Missions Objective

Due to the wide range of missions that could be served,
the First Level Mission Objectives described in Figure 8 were
further divided into three Second Level Missions Objective.

The following set of reference missions envisoned to be
offered to the customers by VEGA Space System (VSS) are:

1) Single P/L releases: VSS releases a single satellite into
its final position.

Figure 9. Second Level Missions Objectives derived from the Primary Mission
Objective.

2) Multiple P/L release: VSS releases a mixed-rideshare
configuration of P/L, or a constellation of satellites into
their final positions.

3) Charter (S/C bus) for In Orbit Demonstration, Experi-
mentation and Validation (IOD, IOE, IOV): VSS carries
single or multiple experiments without releasing them
and enabling the P/L to drive the VSS bus, getting on
demand services of Guidance Navigation Control (GNC),
Attitude and Orbit Control (AOC), Telemetry Tracking
& Command (TTC), Power Generation and Distribution
(PGD), On Board Data Handling (OBDH).

4) P/L Download: VSS is acting as a bus for Space Rider,
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Figure 10. Functional tree for P/L release missions.

Figure 11. Functional tree for IOV/IOE/IOD missions.

and the P/L inside it, until the separation for the re-entry.
VSS could also retrieve a P/L from orbit to ground.

5) Space debris removal: VSS removes space debris from
LEO via relocation into a faster decay orbit or via direct
destructive re-entry, and from MEO and GEO, via relative
graveyard orbit transportation.

6) Space exploration: VSS transports the P/L providing
survivability services until the release into the final orbit.
Otherwise, VSS could act as a bus for the entire mission
of the P/L with no separation at the arrival at the final
position.

7) Space Tug: VSS relocates customer satellites, into a
predetermined anomaly, provides transportation to final
anomaly of S/C. from an initial orbit, and salvage of mal-
deployed S/C.

8) In-Orbit Services: VSS refuels the tanks of satellites
or performs dexterous robotic operations like in-orbit
inspection or repair of malfunctioning satellites, in-orbit
assembly of space assets and refurbishment of satellite
components.

These Primary Level Mission Objective were distributed
among the ASTRI team (see section I), hence the current paper
presents only the missions to Release P/L to its/their final po-
sition, as well as to Provide charter (BUS) for IOV/IOE/IOD,
both of them illustrated in Figure 9. These two branches are
independently described in the following subsections.

E. Functional Analysis

This section summarizes the main FA that was performed
and which led to assessing the main functions that must be
performed for the accomplishment of the missions. In partic-
ular, a Functional Tree and a Functions/device matrix were
produced, as well as the Connection matrix and a Functional
Block Diagram.

Functional Tree

As the first step in the mission analysis, the functional tree
was derived. All the functions describe the functionalities that
the system must provide for the success of the mission. The
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Figure 12. Function/Segments Matrix.

main functions that shall be performed for the two mission
objectives are presented in Figure 10 and Figure 11.

The SoS level functions have a direct correspondence to the
segments involved in the missions, while the systems level has
a direct correspondence to the systems involved in the mission.

The systems level functions were derived by answering the
“how” question, which was posed to the SoS level functions.

The functional tree served to build the Functions/Segment
(SoS) matrix, as well as the Functions/Systems matrix. More-
over, the functional tree represented the starting point for the
derivation of functional requirements.

Functions/product matrix
Having defined the functional tree, as well as keeping

in mind the secondary objectives (section III-B), the func-
tion/segment matrix was derived in Figure 12. The catego-
rization followed the segments description from Figure 7.
Each of the segments was depicted at a lower level, and the
function/product matrix is shown in Figure 13. The systems
used are the one reported in section II-C.

The functions/products matrix was helpful in deriving con-
figuration matrix.

Connection matrix and functional block diagrams
To get a clearer picture of the relationship between the

segments and its elements, and to have a better definition

Figure 13. Function/Systems Matrix.
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of the functional architecture, the Connection Matrix and the
Functional Block Diagrams were built. This analysis was
helpful especially in deriving the interface requirements, as
well as refining the configuration matrix.

Figure 14. Segments connection matrix.

Looking at Figure 14, it becomes clear that several links
exist between the three segments. Figure 15, which displays
the functional/physical block diagram at the segment level,
provides the details of the links between segments. At this
level, only three types of links exist, i.e. Data, Power and
Mechanical links, with the arrow indicating the direction of
the link.

Figure 15. Segments functional/physical block diagram.

Having defined the segments connection matrix, the next
step was to define the system connection matrix (Figure 16).
Only one mission from the First Level Mission Objectives
was exemplified, i.e. To release P/L to its/their final position,
to release a constellation of satellites. This mission example
was further used throughout the analysis, so details about its
timeline and maneuvers breakdown are given in Table III.

Figure 16. Systems connection matrix for missions to release constellation
of satellites.

Moreover, the system functional/physical block diagram
was provided (see Figure 17). The types of connections

between the different systems segments are highlighted by
using color lines: data links are indicated by black lines; power
connections by blue lines; mechanical links by orange lines;
and the most important for this example, a propellant link had
to be provided and it was represented by a red arrow. All the
arrows give the direction of the links, e.g. the propellant flows
from ECPM (which in essence is an external propellant tank)
to AVUM+. Moreover, one should notice that the segment to
which each of the systems belongs was highlighted in Figure
17. For this case, AVUM+ is considered to be part of the flight
segment as well, which is the reason why an extra propellant
is needed.

Figure 17. Systems functional/physical block diagram for missions to release
constellation of satellites.

F. Concept of operation

This section reports the ConOps, which led to the assess-
ment of how the system will be operated during the life-
cycle phases. The two missions are further described with
emphasis on the main mission phases, details being given for
all sub-level missions along with a description and examples
of some general cases where these missions could be applied.
Moreover, the modes of operation, the missions’ timeline and
the FFBDs were created and are reported hereafter.

Mission phases

The main mission phases for each of the two missions
are described hereafter. A Multiple Satellite Release has the
following general mission profile:
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1) VSS is injected into a Parking Orbit(PO) by VEGA C or
E,

2) VSS is commissioned and starts providing the P/L with
survival power and a datalink for P/L housekeeping data
monitoring,

3) VSS starts the orbit transfer to the Operational Orbit
(OO), by maneuvers which include change of inclination,
size change of the orbit, RAAN change with or without
exploiting different orbital perturbations (e.g. J2 effect), as
well as by providing the phasing to the final position of
the P/L. Changes of orbital planes and sizes are performed
by VSS to deliver each P/L into its intended final position,

4) VSS releases all the P/L into their final orbit(s) and
position(s) and performs collision avoidance maneuvers;

5) VSS carries out the disposal maneuver and then passivates.

Figure 18 depicts the general SoS mission profile, while
each of the second level missions illustrated in Figure 9 was
described as follows:

1) Release of Multiple P/L into the same orbital plane:
VSS is inserted by a VEGA family launcher into a PO. VSS
transfers the P/L to their OO by performing orbital plane
change maneuvers, as well as in-orbit phasing for releasing
each P/L to its final position. Once VSS has released all the
P/L, a final disposal maneuver (re-entry boost or transfer
to a graveyard orbit) of VSS is performed.

2) Release of Multiple P/L into different orbital planes:
VSS is inserted by a VEGA family launcher into a PO.
VSS performs orbital plane change maneuvers to multiple
OO requested by the P/L, in accordance with the overall
VSS capability. An in-orbit phasing for releasing each P/L
to its final position is performed subsequent to arrival into
each OO plane. Once VSS has released all the P/L, a final
disposal maneuver is performed.

3) Release of a Constellation of satellites by direct in-
sertion into a single orbital plane: VSS is inserted by
a VEGA family launcher into a PO. VSS transfers the
constellation of the satellites to the desired orbit by per-
forming orbital plane change maneuvers, as well as in-orbit
phasing for releasing each satellite into its final position.
Only one orbital plane is envisaged to be populated during
this mission, all the satellites being equidistantly released
along the orbital plane. Once VSS has released all the
constellation, a final disposal maneuver is performed.

4) Release of a Constellation of satellites by direct inser-
tion into multiple orbital planes: VSS is inserted by
a VEGA family launcher into a PO. VSS transfers the
constellation of the satellites to the first OO by performing
orbital plane change maneuvers, as well as in-orbit phasing
for releasing each satellite into its final position. The
subsequent orbital transfer to a second orbital plane is
performed by the means of direct propulsive maneuvers, as
well as the insertion of the satellites to their final position.
The process repeats until all the required orbital planes are
populated with satellites. Once VSS has released all the
satellites, a final disposal maneuver is performed.

5) Release of a Constellation of satellites by drift-based
maneuvers into multiple orbital planes: VSS is inserted
by a VEGA family launcher into a PO. VSS transfers the
satellites to the first OO by performing orbital plane change
maneuvers, as well as in-orbit phasing for releasing each
satellite into its final position. The orbital plane transfer
maneuvers, for populating a subsequent orbital plane, are
performed by inducing a RAAN drift between the initial
orbital plane and the final desired one. This difference of
RAAN can be obtained by either changing the size of an
orbit, or by changing its inclination. Once the VSS’ orbital

Figure 18. General Mission Phases for Multiple P/L or Constellation Release mission.
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plane nodes are aligned with ones of the desired one, VSS
performs size and/or inclination correction maneuvers. An
in-orbit phasing for releasing each satellite into its final
position is performed, as well as the repetition of the
operations described if more than two planes are required
for the constellation. After VSS has released the entire
constellation, a final disposal maneuver is performed.

An IOD/IOE/IOV mission follows the subsequent mission
profile:

1) VSS is injected into PO by VEGA C or E;
2) VSS is commissioned and starts providing the P/L with

survival power and a datalink for P/L housekeeping data
monitoring;

3) VSS starts the orbit transfer to the OO by maneuvers which
include change of inclination, size change of the orbit,
RAAN change with or without inducing a RAAN change
due to orbital perturbations (e.g. J2 effect). A phasing
maneuver might be needed for insertion into a specific slot
in one of the OO;

4) VSS’ P/L are commissioned once in their OO and VSS
starts providing services to them. Guidance Navigation
Control (GNC), Attitude and Orbit Control (AOC), Teleme-
try Tracking & Command (TTC), Power Generation and
Distribution (PGD), On Board Data Handling (OBDH), or
Thermal Control (THC) are provided autonomously by the

module of avionics for the achievement of the required
operation conditions of the P/L;

5) Once the mission timeline of the experiments is completed,
VSS, with the full stack of P/L, performs a disposal ma-
neuver (de-orbit or re-boost to graveyard), then passivates.

Figure 19 depicts the general mission profile for
IOV/IOE/IOD missions, while the mission profile of each
second level mission (see Figure 9), is described hereafter:

1) Bus to a single P/L without significant orbital plane
changes: VSS is inserted by a VEGA family launcher into
a PO without releasing the P/L and allowing it to drive
VSS as a bus, getting services of GNC, AOC, TTC, PGD,
OBDH. VSS transfers the P/L to the OO for performing
its mission. Once the mission is completed, VSS with the
P/L performs a disposal maneuver, then passivates.

2) Bus to a single P/L with multiple orbital plane changes:
VSS is inserted by a VEGA family launcher into a PO
without releasing the P/L and allowing it to drive VSS as
a bus, getting services GNC, AOC, TTC, PGD, OBDH.
Moreover, VSS has the capability to transfer the P/L to
multiple orbits for performing its mission under different
environmental conditions. Once the mission is completed,
VSS with the P/L performs a disposal maneuver, then
passivates.

3) Bus to multiple P/L with the same OO and attitude

Figure 19. General mission phase for IOD/IOE/IOV mission.
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requirements: VSS is inserted by a VEGA family launcher
into a PO without releasing the P/L and allowing them
to drive VSS as a bus, getting services of GNC, AOC,
TTC, PGD, OBDH. Moreover, different orbits with dif-
ferent environmental conditions shall be reached during
this mission, allowing the experiments to be exposed to
a wide range of space conditions. Once the mission is
completed, VSS with the full stack of P/L performs a
disposal maneuver, then passivates.

4) Bus to Multiple P/L with significant, sequential, OO
changes: This mission is similar to the one before, with the
difference that during this mission, the P/L are performing
their activities into a sequential way (i.e. the experiments
are turned on/off during different phases).

Besides all the mission phases presented above, a combined
mission of P/L release, followed by IOV/IOE/IOD for the
remaining P/L, could be performed on the same flight. The
general mission profile is the following:
1) VSS is injected into a PO by VEGA C or VEGA E;
2) VSS is commissioned and starts providing the P/L with

survival power and a datalink for P/L housekeeping data
monitoring;

3) VSS starts the transfer to the OO by maneuvers which
include change of inclination, size change of the orbit,
RAAN change with or without inducing a RAAN change
due to orbital perturbations (e.g. J2 effect). A phasing
maneuver might be needed for insertion into a specific slot
in one of the OO;

4) VSS releases a main P/L, or a configuration of smaller
main, secondary and auxiliary P/L.

5) VSS perform maneuvers for changing to a subsequent OO,
as requested by other P/L.

6) VSS enables the remaining P/L to drive VSS bus, getting
on demand services of GNC, AOC, TTC, PGD, OBDH.

7) Once the mission timeline of the experiments is completed,
VSS, with the stack of P/L, performs a disposal maneuver,
then passivates.

Modes of operation

During the mission phases, VSS can enter into the following
modes of operation:

• Stand-by mode: only components that monitor the system
are available.

• Check mode: all components that check the system’s
health before the in-orbit system tests are active.

• Safe mode: all components are activated at limited level,
in case of contingencies;

• Testing mode: all components necessary to perform the
in-orbit tests are active. Data transmitted to the Ground
Segment.

• Operational mode: all components are active, and VSS
starts its autonomous operations (i.e. the missions follows
the phases presented in section III-F).

Table II shows the modes of operation that VSS can enter
during a mission phase, along with its configuration: stowed,
S, when VSS has its solar panels closed; Deployed, D, when

the solar panels are deployed. By analyzing the modes of
operation, operational requirements were derived.

Table II
OPERATIONAL MODES VS MISSION PHASES (S = STOWED, D =

DEPLOYED).

Mod. of Oper. Stand-by Check Safe Test Oper.

Mission Phase

Launch S

Insertion PO S S S

Commission D D D

Transfer OO D D

Operation D D

Decommission D

G. Mission Timeline

This section reports the duration of the two mission phases
described in the Mission Phase, Figures 18 and 19.

For a better clarity and understanding of the results, two
particular missions, i.e. the release of a constellation of satel-
lites by direct insertion into multiple orbital planes, and Bus to
multiple P/L with significant, sequential orbital changes, were
detailed in Figures 20 and 21.

Figure 20. Mission timeline for an IOD/IOE/IOV mission.

Figure 21. Mission timeline for an IOD/IOE/IOV mission. The orange bars
represent the actual phases, while the green bars represent the experiments
that could run sequentially during the mission
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While the P/L release missions span from days up to one
year, the IOV/IOE/IOD missions were fixed to 3 years. This
limit was chosen based on the time needed to reach Mars
with a low-thrust propulsion system, the system thought to
be sized according to this mission. The mission to Mars is
regarded a part of VTS as well, one of the Second Level
Mission Objective of the Solar System Exploration branch (see
Figure 8). Logistic support and operational requirements were
derived from the mission timeline.

H. Function Flow Diagram

The FFBD depicts tasks/functions sequences and their rela-
tionship. Put it other words, FBDS shows “what” must happen,
without assuming “how” the function will be performed.
Moreover, the FFBD reports all the functions at each level
in their logical, sequential relationship, with their required
inputs and outputs, along with a link back to the single, higher
level function. Therefore, these diagrams provides the com-
plete sequence of system operation, along with a description
of the transitions between the system modes of operation.
Figure 22 illustrates a FFBD starting from the first level and
expanding it to the second level, with focus on the functions
of releasing the P/L. The decomposition was made only for
one function, but all of them could be further deployed into
more second level diagrams, and also third and forth level.
The main requirements that were derived from FFBDs were
the operational ones.

I. High level performance evaluation

To enhance and refine the mission analysis, a performance
evaluation was made. Therefore, using the MATLAB tool
described in chapter II-D, computations were carried out to
estimate the propellant required, as well as the time needed

for accomplishing a scenario. These findings served as input
for deriving the performance requirements.

As explained in the previous subchapter (see section III-G),
the two particular missions, i.e. the release of a constellation
of satellites by direct insertion into multiple orbital planes, and
Bus to multiple P/L with significant sequential orbital plane
changes were detailed here for a better understanding of the
results.

Release of a constellation of satellites by direct insertion
into multiple orbital planes: the following bullet points present
the assumptions and the assessments, while Table III shows the
calculations breakdown done for finding the mass of satellites
to be carried and to be released into two orbital planes: first
OO is a 450 km height orbital plane with 97.2◦ inclination,
and the second one is a 450 km height with 81.2◦ inclination.
The assumptions are the following:

• VEGA C capabilities considered for insertion into PO.
• Hybrid configuration of VSS: CD + VEnUS + AVUM+

+ ECPM with the masses as reported in Table I.
• AVUM+ and ECPM released as at the start of Transfer

2nd OO phase.
• Each satellite released into a final position (phasing into

a final true anomaly), into the same orbital plane, with
∆60◦ spacing between them.

• Mass of the satellites: 840 kg (12 × 70 kg each).
• Due to the absence of electrical generated power, eclipses

increase the thrusting when electrical propulsion system
is used.

• Acceleration is increasing as the mass is decreasing.
• All equations reported in section II-D were used for the

assessment.
Bus to multiple P/L with significant sequential orbital plane

changes: the following bullet points present the assumptions
and assessments, while Table IV shows the calculations break-

Figure 22. Example of FFBD for missions To release P/L ot its/their final position, first and second level diagram.
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Table III
TIMELINE OF THE MISSION AND MANEUVERS BREAKDOWN FOR HYBRID VSS CONFIGURATION CONSTELLATION RELEASE

Sequence H0 Hf i0 if mSC mPL mpropellant ∆V T

Units [km] [km] [◦] [◦] [kg] [kg] [kg] [km/s] [days]

Height Raise 300 450 97.2 97.2 2948 840 80.18 0.08 0.03

Releasing 1st OO 450 450 97.2 97.2 2867 840 205.37 0.25 3.90

Transfer to 2nd OO 450 450 97.2 81.2 2242 420 273.83 3.32 93.58

Releasing 2nd OO 450 450 81.2 81.2 1313 420 37.62 0.60 28.23

Decommission 450 250 81.2 81.2 855 0 5.56 0.11 2.09

Total 602 4.38 127.82

Table IV
MISSION MASS AND MANEUVERS BREAKDOWN FOR MULTIPLE P/L WITH MULTIPLE, SEQUENTIAL INCLINATION AND HEIGHT CHANGES.

Sequence H0 Hf i0 if mSC mPL mpropellant ∆V T

Units [km] [km] [◦] [◦] [kg] [kg] [kg] [km/s] [days]

Height Raise 400 1000 83 83 2763 980 49.67 0.32 18.52

1st OO 1000 1400 83 83 2713 980 144.03 0.96 53.89

Transfer 2nd OO 1400 1400 83 99.5 2569 980 429.46 3.21 147.25

2nd OO 1400 1000 99.5 99.5 2139 980 113.58 0.96 42.50

Decommission 1000 250 99.5 99.5 2026 980 46.18 0.40 17.18

Total 980 782.91 5.85 279.34

down done for finding the mass of P/L to be carried and to be
serviced starting from orbital plane with an 83 ◦ inclination
and an orbit of 1000 km height, VSS having the capability of
performing multiple height changes and an inclination change
of the same orbital plane up to 99.5◦. The assumptions are the
following:

• VEGA C capabilities considered for insertion into PO.
• Configuration of VSS: VenUS + SSMS.
• Total mass of P/L is 980 kg.
• Ten changes of orbital height of ∆H = 400 km were

considered to expose the experiments to different environ-
mental conditions. They were split as follows: 5 changes
during the first OO and 5 changes after the change to the
second OO were performed.

• Due to the absence of electrical generated power, eclipses
increase the thrusting when electrical propulsion system
is used.

• Acceleration is increasing as the mass is decreasing.
• Equations used are the following: (1), (5), (6), (12)–(14)

and (16)–(20).

J. High-level requirements

This section reports all the high level requirements that were
deduced and derived throughout the previous steps.

Given a successful outcome of the needs analysis process,
it was necessary to translate the objectives into a formal and

quantitative set of requirements. The following categories were
considered for the primary requirements classifications:

• mission: related to a task, a function, a constraint, or an
action induced by the mission scenario.

• functional: that defines what the product shall perform,
in order to conform to the needs/mission statement or
requirements of the user.

• configuration: related to the composition of the product
or its organization.

• interface: related to the interconnection or relationship
characteristics between the product and other items.

• environmental: which includes the natural environments
(e.g. planet interactions, free space and dust) and induced
environments (e.g. radiation, electromagnetic, heat, vibra-
tion and contamination).

• operational: related to the system operability.
• logistics support: related to the logistics support to ensure

effective and economical support of the system for its
entire life cycle.

Other requirements were considered to be secondary re-
quirements, due to direct association of these to the primary
ones.The classification of these secondary requirements is the
following:

• performance: defining how well the system needs to
perform the functions (i.e. how much P/L mass can be
service, etc.).
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• physical: establishing the boundary conditions to ensure
physical compatibility.

• design: related to the imposed design and construction
standards.

Table V reports examples of primary requirements. The left
hand side column shows the analysis/tool that was considered
in order to derive and deduce the requirements. The central
column reports the category of requirement and the right hand
side column lists the results of the performed analyses. Due
to confidentiality reasons, only a couple of requirements were
reported.

Each technical requirement, as reported in Table V, should
be described in quantifiable terms and for this reason the clas-
sification of ‘secondary requirements’ was introduced above.
Moreover, if necessary to remove possible ambiguities of a
given performance requirement, the method used to determine
the required performance shall be indicated in the requirement
itself.

In Table VI, examples of the derived secondary require-
ments are given. The link with the primary requirement along
with their placement in the different categories is presented
in the same table, i.e. performance, design, physical, etc.
Moreover, these requirements were all justified by given details
of the assessment used, i.e. theories, equations, assumptions,
market rationales, etc. along with a breakdown of mission
timeline and maneuvers.

IV. DISCUSSION

The main findings from the previous chapter (III) are
discussed and justified here, providing as well a comparison
with the space trends that were relevant around the world at
the time of writing this thesis. Therefore, a short economical
background of AVIO is given next, along with its main
activities and the way in which VTS could reshape the target
market, the whole discussion being carried out around the
results. Afterwords, due to the fact that VTS aims at providing
all the missions presented in Figure 8 (which were all indeed
analyzed by the team, as described in section I-D), a short
discussion about how all these missions are amalagamated
in such a way as to use as few systems as possible is also
carried out. A brief presentation of the Technology Readiness
Level (TRL) is also given. Lastly, a comparison between work
performed within the AVIO - ASTRI project and a sounding
rocket project in which I participated is provided, emphasizing
the lessons learned from both of them.

A. VEGA family launchers, VEGA Transportation System and
the economic opportunity

The Arianespace commercial launcher family was expanded
in 2012 with the addition of VEGA, a new-generation vehicle
for flights with small- to medium-sized P/L. The VEGA
launcher is tailored to carry the growing number of small
scientific S/C and other low-mass P/L, with an essential role
within the family of European launchers, joining Ariane 5
and 6 (which are optimized for large satellites on missions
to geostationary transfer orbit, and low-Earth orbits with very

Figure 23. VEGA Family launchers. SRM stands for Solid Rocket Motor.
The source of the picture is internally to AVIO.

heavy P/L), and Soyuz (tailored for medium mass P/L for low-
Earth orbit and certain smaller Geosynchronous Transfer Orbit
S/C) [9].

Following VEGA’s debut on 13 February 2012, a pro-
gramme was set up with the main objective of providing a
framework for the smooth transition of VEGA from devel-
opment to exploitation. The VEGA launches in 2015 (IXV,
Sentinel-2A and LISA Pathfinder) displayed the capacity of
the system to reach three missions per year, providing confi-
dence to customers and helping Arianespace to maintain its
lead in the small and large space market segment.

The VEGA Consolidation and Evolution Programme ob-
jective is to cover new trends in space market in terms of
performance and cost for users in the short/medium and long
term, by strengthening VEGA’s position on the market. In
order to achieve this objective, two programmes are under
development: the short term consolidation of the VEGA
launcher, VEGA C, with expected flight in late 2019, begin-
ning of 2020, and the long term evolution dubbed VEGA E,
which represents a world of new opportunities in terms of
orbital exploitation, P/L capabilities and market possibilities,
providing cost-effective launch for small to medium sized S/C.
Moreover, the expected rapid growth in small satellites and
the related need for launch windows availability will congest
the piggyback and ride-shared launch supply, stimulating the
need for innovative small launch services. Therefore, a new
entrant in the VEGA family launchers, dubbed as VEGA
Light (or Lite), see Figure 23, is planned for 2021. New
entrants in the space community are concerned about the
current capacity for fast and cost-effective deployment of their
space infrastructures. Therefore, in addition to conventional
rockets, a wide array of companies are currently developing
micro-launchers for small-satellite deliveries, and suborbital
applications [10].

Besides all the aforementioned programme, VTS is another
branch of VEGA systems tree (see Figure 7). Its aim is to offer
a unified complete set of solutions and services for orbital
exploitation and space transportation, including exploration
missions, based on the VEGA family launch vehicles. VSS
represents the flight segment of VTS. The services offered by
VTS are envisaged to address the demands of the market seg-
ment in LEO, for both commercial and institutional customers,
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Table V
PRIMARY REQUIREMENTS WITH ASSOCIATED ANALYSES/TOOLS.

Analysis / Tool Requirement
Category

Results

Mission Objectives Mission VSS shall offer a set of solutions and services for orbital exploitation
and space transportation, including exploration mission.

Mission Objectives Mission VSS shall rely on European assets to a maximum extent.

Mission Objectives Mission VSS shall provide a service of releasing P/L to its/their final position.

Mission Objectives Mission VSS shall provide charters (BUS) for IOV/IOE/IOD.

Stakeholder analysis Mission VSS shall consist of/exploit a set of specific modules (possibly third
party as SSMS, VEnUS, Space Rider), most of them existing or, to
different extents, currently being under development.

FA-Functional tree Functional VSS shall perform transfer maneuvers to different orbits and orbital
planes.

FA-Functional tree Functional VSS shall release single or multiple P/L, or constellation of satellites
to their final position (true anomaly).

FA-Functional tree Functional VSS shall manage power generation, storage and distribution.

FA-Functional tree Functional VSS shall manage the telemetry and the telecommands.

FA-Function/Product matrix Configuration VTS shall define a kit approach for different missions, by using
standard interfaces versus P/L.

FA-Connection matrix and Func-
tional/Physical block diagram

Interface VSS shall be launched with a VEGA launcher.

FA-Connection matrix and Func-
tional/Physical block diagram

Interface VSS shall provide standard interface versus P/L.

ConOps-Mission phases Environmental VSS with its P/L shall withstand the launch environment.

ConOps-Modes of operation Operational VSS shall operate autonomously based on the mission preparation
done before launch.

ConOps-Modes of operation Operational VSS shall contain a safe mode in which all the components are
activated at limited level.

ConOps-Mission Timeline Logistics
Support

The charter missions shall have a mission life once in-orbit from 12
months up to 36 months.

for a main P/L or a configuration of smaller main, secondary
and auxiliary P/L. Several market studies were performed
worldwide by market analysts and the common outcome is that
the SmallSats (1 to 500 kg unit mass) market is growing and
will continue to significantly expand in the near future. Most
of the future SmallSats are expected to be part of constellations
and mega-constellations [39].

According to Euroconsult [39], 7000 SmallSats are expected
to be launched in the next 10 years. Moreover, the average
mass placed in the different orbits, i.e. total mass of satellites
divided by the number of them, as presented in Figure 24,
has been decreasing. Therefore, given the relative small lifting
capabilities of the VEGA launcher, the addressable market for
VEGA should expand even more in the next years if this trend
continues.

Missions to MEO and GEO are envisaged as single P/L
release by covering the market segment up to 2 metric tonnes
MEO in GEO, mostly by taking the P/L there by means
of electric propulsion, thus with a long duration until their

release.
LEO, MEO and GEO are targeted by means of orbital

services, such as space tug services, debris removals and
delicate robotic operations, such as refueling or repairing,
encompassing mostly commercial customers. More ambitious
services, like solar exploration missions, regard mainly the
scientific community and the commercial individuals willing to
contribute to the exploration of space. Moreover, Space Rider
envelopes the segment of IOV, IOE, IOD, with the possibility
of bringing into orbit and then recovering P/L of no more than
600 kg unit mass [15].

Regarding IOD, IOE, IOV opportunities, according to IN-
VEST [14], between 6 and 9 possible flight opportunities are
envisaged on a yearly basis for the period 2018–2020 for the
European launcher market. The VTS services presented in this
thesis are, in fact, tailored to serve the emerging opportu-
nity represented by multiple/constellation release of SmallSats
and by IOD, IOE, IOV. Moreover, the charter missions for
IOV/IOE/IOD are envisioned to provide the platform, i.e. the
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Table VI
SECONDARY REQUIREMENTS WITH LINK TO THE PRIMARY REQUIREMENT FROM WHICH WERE DERIVED.

Primary requirement Requirement
Category

Results

Mission - Reference: VSS shall provide a
service of releasing P/L to its/their final
position

Performance VSS shall release 12 satellites, each of at least 70 kg, by
releasing the first 6 satellites into a 450 km circular orbit
with an inclination of 97.2◦, followed by a transfer and
release into a 450 km with a 81.2◦ inclination circular
orbit (see Table III).

Mission - Reference: VSS shall provide
charters (BUS) for IOV/IOE/IOD

Performance VSS shall autonomously provide services of GNC, AOC,
TTC, PGSD, OBDH, HDS to multiple P/L with maximum
cumulated mass of 980 kg mass into an OO at 1000
km orbit with 83◦ of inclination. VSS shall subsequently
perform multiple orbital changes of at least 10 height
changes of 400 km each, and an inclination change to
a 1000 km, SSO

Mission - VSS shall provide charters (BUS)
for IOV/IOE/IOD

Performance VSS shall be able to perform IOD, IOE, IOV missions
suitable for P/L requiring micro-gravity condition such
that the maximum disturbing acceleration experienced by
the VSS (and its P/L) does not exceed 2× 10−6 gRMS.

FA - VSS shall manage the telemetry and
the telecommands

Performance VSS shall have a telemetry tracking & command uplink
data rate of at least 2 kbit/s while the downlink rate
shall be at least 8 kbit/s. The measurement/science data
downlink shall be at least 10 Mbit/s.

FA - VSS shall manage power generation,
storage and distribution

Performance VSS shall generate and distribute up to 1.5 kW power to
the P/L to accomplish their functions.

Stakeholder analysis - VSS shall consist
of/exploit a set of specific modules (pos-
sibly third party as SSMS, VEnUS, Space
Rider), most of them existing or currently
under development

Design Mission for multiple P/L or constellation release shall use
either a electrical propulsion system, or an hybrid one
(e.g. Figure 5, and Table III) to maximize the P/L mass
to be released, and to minimize the release time.

Functional - VSS shall release single P/L, or
multiple P/L, or constellation to their final
position (true anomaly)

Design The Constellation Dispenser design shall be performed
considering the constellation classes with Smallsats < 500
kg, in order to accommodate either up to 32 CubeSat,
between 3U and 16U, or up to 12 smallsats, such as
BlackSky [22] (44 kg each).

Environmental - VSS with its P/L shall
withstand the launch environment.

Design VSS shall be designed following the static and dynamic
loads within which VEGA launchers’ operate.

ConOps-Mission Timeline - The charter
missions shall have a mission life once in-
orbit between 12 months, up to 36 months.

P/L Design VSS mission for IOD, IOE, IOV shall accommodate P/L
which have an orbital lifetime in a standby mode between
12 and 24 months so that the timeline presented in Figure
21 can be achieved without risking the P/L objectives.

Interface - VSS shall be launched with a
VEGA launcher

Physical VSS shall have a mass equal or less than the maximum
lifting capability of VEGA C (2300 kg in a 400 km and
6◦ inclination orbital plane), or of VEGA E (2700-3300
kg, the same 400 km and 6◦ inclination orbital plane).
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S/C bus, for the different experiments and to remain attached
to these P/L during all their in-orbit lifetime.

Furthermore, the main characteristics of each second level
missions presented in the thesis, along with their target market
are summarized. For the release of P/L missions, the following
are reported:

1) Release of multiple P/L into the same orbital plane is
envisaged to address the emerging market of SmallSats
(msatellite < 500 kg) by providing the satellites, indepen-
dently from their status as a secondary or auxiliary P/L, a
tailored insertion to their final position. The service will
address LEO.

2) Release of multiple P/L into different orbital planes is
envisaged to provide the same tailored insertion of the
P/L. This service will address LEO with P/L released in
multiple orbital planes, having access to more orbits with
respect to service 1.

3) Release of a constellation of satellites by direct insertion
into a single orbital plane is envisaged to address the
emerging market of SmallSats constellation, which in-
cludes also 3U & 6U CubeSat. This would allow several
companies around the world to enable services such as
Internet of Things (dubbed as IoT) applications, remote
communication as well as remote sensing (e.g. BlackSky,
SkySat, Flock-1).

4) Release of a constellation of satellites by direct insertion
into multiple orbital planes is envisioned to release a con-
stellation with satellites distributed over multiple Street
Of Cover patterns, or even a Walker pattern with light
satellites (msatellite < 15 kg and at least 32 satellites).
The market envisaged is the same as service 3.

5) Release of a Constellation of satellites by drift-based
maneuvers into multiple orbital planes is envisaged to
obtain a constellation with global coverage, thus a Walker
pattern. Alternatively, the satellites distributed over sev-
eral polar orbits are the ones envisaged to provide such
coverage. The market envisaged is the same as the one
mentioned for service 3.

For IOV/IOE/IOD, the following scenarios and target markets
are reported:

1) Bus to a single P/L without significant orbital plane

Figure 24. Average S/C mass placed in orbit from 2012 until October 2018.
Data from Wikipedia [49] and graphed by AVIO’s market department.

changes is envisaged to provide a bus which is fully
compatible with a VEGA family launcher and which will
have interface with multiple types of P/L, thus making
it easy to be tailored to address the different types of
customers. The bus should be able to provide this service
for a variety of orbits, from LEO to GEO.

2) Bus to a single P/L with multiple plane changes follows
the same logic as the one at the point 1 with the advantage
of having access to multiple orbital planes with different
environmental conditions.

3) Bus to multiple P/L with the same OO and attitude
requirements. Since this service is intended to carry
multiple P/L that can work simultaneously, and which
can share the same orbital requirements for performing
their science, a typical scenario for this mission could
be an orbital plane between 400 and 1000 km, with 45◦

inclination. Experiments that could be accommodated on-
board VSS are distributed over the following slots:

a) Microgravity experiments having the maximum dis-
turbing acceleration (microgravity quality) offered by
the VSS at any point in its orbit between 10−5 to 10−6

gRMS for a duration of up to 24 months.
b) Radiation experiments for a duration of 24 months.
c) Space Science IOV/IOD for components without spe-

cific pointing requirements (e.g. batteries verification,
verification against corrosions in space, microbiology
demonstration techniques, etc.).

4) Bus to multiple P/L with significant, sequential, OO
changes. This service is intended to provide different
environmental conditions by achieving different orbital
planes during the same flight. With respect to service
number 3 presented above, the experiments should run
sequential, based on a timeline (see Figure 21). Since
this service is intended to carry multiple P/L, different
scenarios could be envisaged and accomplished during
the flight. A typical scenario for this mission could be:

a) Microgravity, Radiation, Space Science IOV/IOD
(components without specific pointing), experimenters
with a typical altitude between 1000 and 2000 km, at
45◦ to 97◦ inclination for a duration of 12 months. The
orbit control shall be such that the maximum disturbing
acceleration (microgravity quality) offered by the VSS
to be in the range of 10−5 to 10−6 gRMS acceleration.

b) Slot: Space Science IOV/IOD with a typical altitude of
1000 km and an inclination between 45◦ and 97◦, for
a duration of 12 months.

c) Slot: Earth Science IOV/IOD and Telecommunication
with a typical altitude of 1000 km and an inclination
between 45◦ and 97◦, for a duration of 12 months.

A derived scenario for could be:
a) Earth Science IOV/IOD and Telecommunication with

a typical altitude between 300 and 600 km and a SSO
for a duration of 12 months.

b) Space Science IOV/IOD with a typical altitude between
300 and 1000 km and an inclination between 45◦ and
90◦, for a duration of 12 months.

The radiation exposure is independent of the pointing di-
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rection, therefore technologies and experiments could benefit
and get accommodated on a flight following the mentioned
scenarios.

The typical applications could be to verify and demonstrate
Earth observations subsystems, components and technologies
during these missions (i.e. deployable antennas, synthetic
aperture radars, light detection and ranging, 5G technologies),
that would require a relative big field of view (90◦) with a
high pointing accuracy (up to 0.05◦). Telecommunications are
less demanding in terms of pointing per axis, in comparison
to the Earth science ones, thus their requirements could be
easily enveloped in those ones. A trade-off between Earth
science and telecommunication applications could be found to
share the same time slot. While the radiation exposure is given
by the orbit height and inclination, so no specific pointing is
needed, the space science application might need a precise
and accurate pointing (e.g. for demonstrating and verifying
new star tracking technologies).

B. VEGA Transportation System portfolio

VTS’ portfolio (see Figure 8) contains also missions for
In-Orbit Services, Debris Removal, Space Tug and the Solar
System Exploration. They are all briefly introduced here, in
order to provide some details about how their characteristics
and how all VTS missions are amalgamated into as few system
requirements as possible. The analysis for these missions was
mostly performed by my ASTRI fellows (see section I-D).

The envisioned reference services for In-orbit Services,
Debris Removal and Space Tug are:

1) Space debris removal via direct re-entry in LEO for heavy
objects. The target customers are (i) companies willing
to implement mega-constellations in orbits with increased
risk of collision with other vehicles and (ii) prospec-
tive international governmental organizations devoted to
active debris removal activities. To make this service
attractable, a P/L could be released first, up to a mass
of 900–1000 kg in a SSO, 500 km circular orbit, while
removing a mass of debris up to the Envisat ones (Polar
Low Earth, with a perigee of 772 km and 774 km apogee,
and an inclination of 98.4◦), within the same flight.

2) Space debris removal in Earth’s atmosphere from GEO
and GEO graveyard by propulsive means. The same target
customers as above apply, and up to 1600 kg of space
debris mass in GEO could be serviced (using electric
propulsion) without carrying any P/L during the launch.

3) Space tug from one orbit to the other including LEO to
GEO transfer, salvage of mal-positioned S/C and reloca-
tion of drifting objects into the correct position in their
orbit. This has as customers (i) the satellite owners that
experience a deployment failure and a subsequent mal-
positioning (estimated to happen once every three years
as presented in a NASA report [37]) and (ii) the owners of
small GEO satellites who want to save propulsion system
mass, being tugged from LEO to GEO directly by VSS.
Up to 1500 kg for tug service from LEO to GEO is
envisioned to be serviced.

4) Delicate robotic operations including repairing malfunc-
tioning satellites, in-orbit assembly of satellites and re-
furbishment of obsolete satellites. The customers base is
mainly represented by those GEO satellite operators who
will be enabled by VSS to continue their operations for
some years without the replenishment of the satellite after
its nominal end of life. The service rate is estimated at
almost one per year over the next decade [19]. Up to 4
targets could be refueled with 100 kg of propellant each
in the GEO belt.

The main challenge for the space debris removal market is to
make the service economically appealing. Willing to overcome
this challenge, one solution could be to bring one P/L up, while
a debris is taken down with the same flight.

The NorthSky report [19] estimates that satellite life ex-
tension will be the most widespread market and will be very
attractive for In-orbit service providers in the near term. With
240 satellites reaching their end-of-life in the next decade, and
an estimated 90 as candidates for servicing, the addressable
market already exceeds near-term supply.

Solar System Exploration, another mission of VTS (see
Figure 8), comprehends missions to Moon, Mars as fly-by,
release missions or orbiter, or to Venus as fly-by. As for the
Moon, many nations have already expressed their interest in
missions and settlements, e.g. [52]–[54]; therefore missions
were analyzed and it could be possible to deliver into a Moon
orbit about 1500 kg of P/L in less than one year. In regard of
Mars, plans for building settlements exist but given the lifting
capabilities of the VEGA launcher family, only a relative
small P/L mass could be transported and inserted in Mars
orbit (about 300–500 kg), with a long transfer duration from
a LEO/HEO PO (about 3 years with low thrust propulsion).
At the same time, VSS could be able to release P/L with a
cumulate mass of about 500 kg into a hyperbolic orbit.

Modularity and flexibility are two pillars of VTS, meaning
that a certain number of modules can be arranged in different
configurations thus achieving different missions. Therefore,
with VTS, one is trying to foresee and, somehow, create a
demand for the services. No real demand exists so far, but all
the trends are indicating that within few years, the market for
all these services will become a reality.

All the services presented in this thesis, along with the
ones introduced briefly in this chapter, are the basis of the
innovative flight segment of VTS, VSS. Each mission has
different characteristics (such as mission length, distance from
Earth, communication with ground demands, etc.), but all of
them have to be amalgamated in such a way to provide as
few final products (systems) as possible. For instance, most of
the solar system exploration missions need radiation-hardened
equipment to withstand the passage through the Van Allen
Belts, or to withstand the Cosmic Rays radiation. Therefore,
as part of the next phase, phase A (see Figure 1), system
requirements for radiation hardening (e.g. total radiation dose
[rad], total fluence [1/cm2], etc.) would be deployed, and
the worst case scenario could be chosen as requirement for
all the missions portfolio. It might be also the case that the
solar system exploration missions are too demanding, so these
missions could be dismissed, all the system being dimensioned
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with respect to the other missions. Even though some products
were reported in chapter II-C, most of them are still at a
preliminary phase (A or B, with details given in sub-chapter
IV-D), so the requirements deployed during the ASTRI project
would have impact on the entire system.

C. Justification of requirements

This section discusses the justification of some of the
requirements reported in section III. More details were given
only for the requirements that were considered to not have
clear justification (i.e. how they were derived from the analysis
conducted throughout the thesis). The text written in italics
represents the requirement given in Table VI.

The Constellation Dispenser design shall be performed
considering the constellation classes with Smallsats < 500kg,
in order to accommodate either up to 32 CubeSat, between
3U and 16U, or up to 12 smallsats, such as BlackSky [22]
(44 kg Each). This requirement follows the logic that given
the large number of satellites to be built to serve those
mega-constellations in LEO, other companies could benefit
from the expected high TRL of these platforms, so they
might as well choose them. For example, the Iridium NEXT
Constellation platforms were intended to be made available for
anyone through a programme called Iridium PRIME, see [43].
Therefore, the constellation dispenser design shall consider
these trends of the small constellation market and be sized
accordingly.

VSS shall autonomously provide services of GNC, AOC,
TTC, PGSD, OBDH, HDS to multiple P/L with maximum cu-
mulated mass of 980 kg mass into an OO at 1000 km orbit with
83◦ of inclination. VSS shall subsequently perform multiple
orbital changes of at least 10 height changes of 400 km each,
and an inclination change to a 1000 km SSO. The justification
is that a 1000 km orbit with 83◦ of inclination should provide
the conditions for P/L to investigate the Ionosphere or other
geosciences. At the same time, 1000 km SSO provides the
same local mean solar time that guarantees an approximately
constant angle of solar illumination, which is especially useful
for Earth observation missions utilizing visible or infrared
wavelengths.

VSS shall be able to perform IOD, IOE, IOV missions
suitable for P/L requiring micro-gravity condition so that the
maximum disturbing acceleration experienced by the VSS and
its P/L does not exceed 2× 10−6 gRMS. Microgravity general
quality achievable on-ground is in the range of 10−5–10−6

gRMS [55]. Though, the experiments can experience this only
for some seconds. However, offering in-orbit services with
such a gravity quality should enable many experimenters to
perform their science.

VSS shall have a telemetry tracking & command uplink data
rate of at least 2 kbit/s while the downlink rate shall be at least
8 kbit/s. The measurement/science data downlink shall be at
least 10 Mbit/s. The telemetry tracking & command downlink
and uplink are nominally considered as in AEOLUS [25]. The
same AELOUS meets the todays standards for large volume
of measurement / science data, i.e. 10 Mbit/s rate. Moreover, a
survey of Spacecraft Characteristics Summary by NASA [47]

had been performed and it was inferred that most of the buses
provide tens to hundreds of Mbit/s data science downlink.

VSS shall generate and distribute up to 1.5 kW power to
the P/L to accomplish their functions. VSS shall be capable
of providing power for demanding application such as laser
instruments, e.g. AEOLUS - ALADIN laser instruments, 840
W average power (25% duty cycle), or Active Sensing of CO2
Emissions over Nights, Days, and Seasons (ASCENDS) 920
W. A survey of the same NASA Spacecraft Characteristics
Summary [47] gave insights about the small buses, i.e. about
100 kg, provide 50 W to the P/L. Meanwhile, the bigger buses
(PRIMA bus with 1032 kg dry mass, or ELiTe 1000 with a
dry mass of 342 kg) provide their payload with power ranging
from 1.1 kW to 1.5 kW.

VSS mission for IOD, IOE, IOV shall accommodate P/L
which have an orbital lifetime in a standby mode between
12 to 24 months so that the timeline presented in Figure 21
can be achieved without risking the P/L objectives. In general,
the IOD/IOE/IOV need an operation lifetime ranging from 12
months [44], up to 24 months [45]. Having 12–24 months
of standby mode shall ensure that in case of multiple P/L
accommodated on board of the same bus, and of P/L which
need independent subsequent mission conditions, their mission
objectives are not jeopardized while waiting for their start of
the mission. Moreover, a total operational lifetime needed for
IOD/IOE/IOV application is between 12 and 27 months [46].

D. Technology Readiness Level

The main products that characterize the entire VTS, with
emphasizes on VSS’s modules, were introduced in section II-C
and the most important of them were explained in details (see
section II-C). A distinction is made between the Technology
and Product, both of them being described here:

• The Hall Effect Thruster (HET). The maturity of this
technology is at TRL 6 [38]. A collaboration with com-
panies developing this product is on-going to consolidate
the product design. The EPM itself can be considered
at a TRL 4. The other main components of the EPM,
namely the structure, the thermal control system and
the harness are at TRL 4, being under development and
qualification under AVIO’s responsibility. The technology
development of these items is partly covered by other
existing programs and partly by VSS.

• The SM with its robotic arm. The maturity of this
technology is at TRL 2. The approach for maturing
them includes mainly the sharing of the technology with
different entities under certain conditions, creating some
strategic alliances, between companies and university, but
also a cross-licensing between different companies, as
well as to attract venture capitalist to provide financial re-
sources and even networking, management and marketing
support. This technology development could be advanced
in partnership with a third party.

• The solar array systems for the different ALEK versions.
The ALEK 2 has reached a product TRL 7. This already
existing solution could be used for the less demanding
ALEK version. For more demanding power versions, with
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Table VII
TECHNOLOGY READINESS LEVEL FOR THE DIFFERENT PRODUCTS.

Product TRL Upcoming Milestone (Phase and Re-
view)

Due Date Remarks

AVUM+ 7–8 Phase D - Acceptance Review 2019/2020 VEGA C development.

ALEK2 5–7 C - Critical Design Review 2021 SRS Programme.

ALEK3 4 B2 - Preliminary Design Review 2021 VEnUS & VSS Programme.

EPM 4 B2 - Preliminary Design Review 2021 VEnUS & VSS Programme.

CD 2 A - Preliminary Requirement Review 2024 Part of VSS Programme

HET 6 - - Third Party development

PLA-1194LEK 7–8 D - Acceptance Review 2019/2020 VEGA C development.

ECPM 2 B - System Requirement Review 2024 Part of VSS Programme

SSMS 7 – 8 D - Acceptance Review 2019 VEGA C development.

RM 5 – 7 C - Critical Design Review 2021 SRS Programme.

SM 2 – 3 A - Preliminary Requirement Review 2024 Part of VSS Programme

GS LEOP 9 - - Guyana Space Center

ESA ESTRACK 9 - -

MCC 9 - - Fucino Space Center

larger solar arrays, ALEK 3, the technology is at a TRL
5.

For the integration and sub-system testing, AVIO’s plant
situated in Colleferro, Italy, is envisaged as the primary
infrastructure location. Since the VSS is envisioned to be
modular, the integration of the different modules, along with
the payload, shall be part of AVIO’s responsibilities. The level
of maturity of these activities is at TRL 2. The possibility of
using the already existing facilities and/or building new ones
is currently under investigation.

A detailed breakdown of the status of development for each
product, and the product TRL, is shown in Table VII.

E. Space project in AVIO in comparison and contrast with the
REXUS/BEXUS programme experience

This sub-chapter’s aim is to briefly describe and reflect on
the learning outcomes of two experiences of the author of
this thesis: the one in AVIO and the one as Team Leader of
WOLF (Wobbling ContrOL for Free falling Unit), as part of
the REXUS/BEXUS programme [56].

One of the most important facets of the REXUS/BEXUS
educational programme is to give students the experience of
all the phases of a space-related project: from coming up with
the idea and convincing a panel of experts that it is worth
being flown on a rocket; to conceptualizing and designing the
entire experiment; to the point of building a system and finally
seeing that the project is actually tested and flown on a rocket,
after 18 months of hard work. The entire process is something
special, something that one cannot really experience in many
years of regular education.

Unfortunately, due to the non-nominal flight of the rocket,
none of the objectives of WOLF were verified, but, fortunately,

the learning outcome was enhanced with the follow-up failure
investigation.

Therefore, the REXUS experience provided a real taste of
what a real project means. Hereafter are given some similari-
ties and differences between the experiences, considering that
the work in AVIO represents indeed a full work experience:

• Both are space-related projects, therefore they follow the
same standards (i.e. ECSS, NASA), and share the same
phases. However, their lengths are different, as the work
in AVIO is more exhaustive, covering and involving more
people, e.g. the marketing department, flight mechan-
ics department, etc. The advantage of participating in
REXUS first is that one got to see what all the phases of
the project are about, even though they were compressed
in 18 months only (which is not necessarily bad, given
that the today market is trying to get a product ready in
as short time as possible).

• Being the team leader of the WOLF team, one had to get
and keep a rather holistic view over the work being done
and to offer solutions in multiple areas instead of getting
too deep into very specific tasks. At the end of the day,
this is what systems engineering, the topic of this thesis
and the work performed at AVIO by the author, is all
about.

• Both experiences have in common a high degree of
autonomy, allowing the teams to work independently.
In fact, in case of the AVIO project it was already
stated in the statement of work [3] that the team must
be autonomous. Similarly, the work within the REXUS
project was independent, with constant feedback from
ESA, Swedish Space Corporation and other entities in-
volved in the programme.
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• Another common point of the two projects is that the
author had to deal with several areas of expertise, which
were often not entirely understood or studied before.
Therefore, both experiences really pushed one to enhance
knowledge and gain valuable experience of the space
field.

• Heritage and previous documents are sometimes not well
documented, without enough details to reproduce the
results from those documents. This was the case for both
experiences.

• Planning was, and still is, one of the most important steps
for the success of a project, and unfortunately it is not
given enough importance. The lack of proper planning
seems to be a natural trend in most people’s work. In
both experiences it seemed that planning is not treated
with enough care. This may come from the training one
receives in school, so perhaps one of the things one is
taught early in school should be how to break down a
project into smaller segments, how to define a goal and
how to properly plan each step of the project.

This brief description of the work experiences only scratches
the surface of these two work experiences, referring only to
a few similarities and differences between them. As far as I
am concerned, the most important similarity between the two
projects is the everyday experience one gains, the way one
applies knowledge one needs in real life situations. All in all,
experiencing is the most valuable achievement in one’s life.

V. CONCLUSION

This thesis focused on providing the mission requirements
for part of the missions portfolio of the innovative and modular
space transportation system, dubbed as VEGA Transportation
System - VTS, with its flight segment VEGA Space System
- VSS. The relevance of developing such a system lies in
AVIO’s interest in expanding its field of services, in corrobo-
ration with the decrease in sizes and masses of the satellites
worldwide. VEGA launchers are tailored for lifting payloads
from 1700 kg with VEGA, 2300 kg with VEGA C, and up to
3300 kg with VEGA E into an Sun Synchronous LEO.

The purpose of VTS is to expand the launch services by
providing space transportation and exploitation services. If an
analogy with a daily life situation is needed, one could think
about the VEGA launcher family as being the airplane which
brings you to an airport (i.e. Parking Orbit), while VSS is the
taxi carrier which brings you from the airport to the front door
of your house. Moreover, for the missions in which VSS acts
as a service provider (spacecraft bus), one analogy could be
that the taxi carrier is providing also food and other services
for the trip duration (e.g. electrical power for payloads).

Since the VTS is intended to be fully compatible with
VEGA launchers, the mission management and support would
cover all the aspects of the missions, from contract signature,
to launch, in-orbit operations and up to the commission of
the payloads. By providing an end-to-end service, and having
a system which can fulfill such a task, attractiveness, cost-
effectiveness and reusability would be only a few of the main
characteristics of the VTS.

The missions described in detail here were the ones for
releasing multiple payloads, or a constellation of satellites, into
their final orbital position, as well as the missions intended
to provide a spacecraft bus for In-Orbit Verification/In-Orbit
Experimentation/In-Orbit Demonstration purposes. The main
benefits of these missions is indeed the propulsion system,
which would allow a higher flexibility in terms of payload
mass to be carried and also the final orbits to be reached. At
least 12 satellites, each with masses about 70 kg, could be
released into two separated orbital planes (6 satellites equidis-
tantly distributed throughout the same orbital plane) which are
separated by 16◦ in inclination. Moreover, different in-orbit
services, such as power, telemetry, guidance, navigation and
control, or attitude control would provide the payloads with
all the necessary conditions to perform their mission. VSS
will be capable of providing autonomously services of GNC,
AOC, TTC, PGDS, OBDH, and HDS, to multiple payloads of
maximum cumulated mass of about 1000 kg into two different
orbits, one with 83◦ inclination and 1000 km height, and the
second one would be a 1000 km SSO.

Regarding the system, most of the modules that are needed
to accomplish these missions had been preliminary sized in
previous AVIO programmes, with some of them being already
at an advanced development phase (e.g. AVUM+). Yet, the
emergence of at least one constellation dispenser would be
beneficial for reducing the system mass (thus gaining more
payload mass) and also accommodating the emerging satellites
sizes. Moreover, since a launcher flight is only in the order of
hours, and most of the modules are designed to survive only
hours to days, having missions that could last months to years
mean that more requirements regarding the life of the system
must be deployed in the future phase of the project.

It has to be said that the development of a transportation and
exploitation system aiming at being modular and servicing a
broad portfolio of missions, including solar system exploration
or in-orbit services such as debris removal, it is a complex
task, but not an impossible one. Following a conceptual design
process, as the one presented in Chapter II, helped in gaining
an understanding of all the matters that have to be considered
for a space mission.

One of the main aims of the AVIO–ASTRI programme is, in
fact, to deploy the high level requirements for all the probable
missions and the systems to accomplish them. Having these
requirements deployed, the analysis has already started with
the investigation of their feasibility and it will continue within
AVIO with more detailed analysis of the missions.
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